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Abstract:
We discuss the determination of the root mean-squared matrix element of the
parity-violating interaction between compound-nuclear states using likelihood analysis.
We briefly review the relevant features of the statistical model of the compound nucleus
and the formalism of likelihood analysis. We then discuss the application of likelihood
analysis to data on parity-violating longitudinal asymmetries. The reliability of the
extracted value of the matrix element and errors assigned to the matrix element is
stressed. We treat the situations where the spins of the p-wave resonances are not known
and known using experimental data and Monte Carlo techniques. We conclude that
likelihood analysis provides a reliable way to determine M and its confidence interval.
We briefly discuss some problems associated with the normalization of the likelihood
function.

We consider the analysis of a set of measurements of parity-violating,

PV,

asymmetries of compound-nuclear, CN., states, P i = a+ - a_, where _+ and a_
(_+ +(I_

are the resonance cross sections for the ith p-wave resonance for the neutron spin
parallel or anti-parallel to the neutron momentum. Such data, for the spin-zero
nucleus 238U, were first published by the TRIPLE collaboration 1 and a value of
M, the root mean-squared parity-violating matrix element between CN states, was
extracted using likelihood analysis. The analysis was made difficult because the
spins of the levels were not known. In this conference Corvi et al. 2 report a
determination of the spins and apply the likelihood method to determine a more
strict value of M. We discuss the particular problems of likelihood analysis of PV
data. We expand the derivation given in Bowman et al. 1.

1,

_,

First we briefly review the formalism of PV in the CN and the statistical
model of the CN. The PV asymmetry for the ith level, P i, may be written as a
perturbation series 3,4, 5 :
__Vij
Pi=2_Ei_E
j

gj
jgi--'

1.

where E i and Ej are the energies of the p-wave resonance and the admixed swave resonances, V ij is the matrix element of the PV interaction between states i
and j, and g and gj are their neutron widths. M can be extracted from a set of
measurements of P i by applying likelihood analysis. The treatment given here
applies to spin-zero targets. Bunakov, Davis, and Weidenmtiller 6 have extended
the approach to non-zero target spins.
First, Equation 1. can be rewritten as:
Pi = gAijVij,

2.

J

2
where

g..j_i.The squares of the A ij are known since Ei and Ej and

Aij = Ei _ Ej gj

the neutron widths of the states, g2i and g j,2 are known experimentally. We assume
that the Vii are independent Gaussian random variables with a common variance,
M 2, and mean zero. A The quantity, Qi = Pi/Bi ,where B 2i= y. A ij2 , can be
J

written as:

I ZAij

Vii and

3.

A This assumptionfollows fromthe statisticalmodel of the CN. The wave functionsof the statesi andj are
superpositionsof large numbersof basis states. The statistical model of the CN assumes that the expansion
coefficientsof thestatesi andj in termsof the basisstatesIandm, ai and bjm t areindependentrandomvariables
with zeromeans.ThematrixelementVii = _a[_ b_ (llVr,v[m) is thena sumof a largenumberof independent
1 m
randomvariables.TheGaussiandistributionof Vii followsfromthecentrallimittheorem.Vii has meanzerosince
eachof the expansioncoefficientsis assumedtohavemean zero.

,

/Aijl2

ZJ Ti -1

Since Q i is_-asum of identically distributed Gaussian random variables (the Vij)
each with mean zero and the sum of the squares of the coefficients (the A ij/B i ) is
unity, Q i itself has a Gaussian distribution with variance M 2 and mean zero. If
many measurements of P i with small errors and for p-wave resonances whose
spins are known to be 1/2 are available, M 2 can be determined as the average of
Q2. (We demonstrate below that this assertion follows from likelihood analysis.)
The situations where experimental errors are present and/or the spins of the p-wave
resonances are not known can be treated using likelihood analysis.
Likelihood analysis is discussed in a number of standard references; the most
familiar to experimental physicists is Eadie et al. 7. The object of likelihood
analysis is to determine the parameters of a theoretical model from a set of
experimental data. Likelihood analysis also provides estimates of the errors in the
parameters. We follow the Bayesian approach, as discussed in Eadie et al. 7, and
assume the following: Let {x i } be a set of data with known experimental errors,
{g i }. Let the outcomes of the experiments be given by a theoretical model having
parameters

{tk }. Let U(xi,oi

:t k ) be the joint probability

density of the

experimental outcome {x i}, given mod_.'lparameter values {t k }. The likelihood
function is defined as L(t k ) = U(qi, ai: t k ), where {qi } is a particular set of
experimental data. The likelihood function may be considered to represent the
probability density function of the model parameters, given the experimental
outcome {qi }. While U(x i ,_i :tk) is normalized when integrated over the xi,
L(t k ) is not necessarily normalized when integrated over the tk. The maximumlikelihood estimate, MLE, of the parameters {t k } are the values that maximize
L(tk ). The confidence region having confidence level ct is the most compact
region, fl, such that j't.lL(ti )dntk = o_j'L(ti)dntk . The range of integr,tion for
the fight side is the full space available to the parameters tk. We apply these ideas
to _he extraction of M when the spins of the levels are not known and when they
are known.
When neutrons scatter from 238U resonances in the CN 239U are formed, p1/2 resonances, which mix with nearby s-l/2 resonances, can have large PV
longitudinal asymmetries; p-3/2 resonances cannot. If the spins of the p-wave

,

resonances are not known, the spins of the p-wave levels must be considered to be
unknown discrete theoretical parameters. The likelihood function, Lj(M, Ji ), will
depend on the level spins as well as M. For a single level,

_t
Lj(M,j)=-_8

1
1
exp j,_" _/2_(M 2 +(_2)

2 8 j, 3

- 318 j

1

2
_

2
+M

exp

R(Q o M)+-_-8

4.

j

S(Q o).

The function 6(j, j' ) is unity if j - j' and zero if j # j'. The factors 2/3 and 1/3 are
taken as the a priori probabilities that a given resonance is p-3/2 or p-l/2. The
term R(Q,c_,M) is the probability density function of Q for j=l/2. S(Q,a) is the
probability density of Q for j--3/2. The likelihood function for many levels is the
product of the individual likelihood functions.
Recall that, the likelihood function is obtained by considering the dependence
of a probability density function on a model parameter. R does depend on M. (If
Q2 > a2, R attains its maximum at M = _Q2 _ a2 .) S does not depend on M. This
contrast between the R and S terms in L(M) corresponds to an intuitive idea; while
we can learn something about the value of M from the asymmetry for a p-l/2
resonance, no information on M can be obtained from a p-3/2 resonance; a p-3/2
resonance is expected to have an asymmetry value consistent with zero no matter
what the value of M.
The likelihood function for M alone is obtained by averaging over all possible
combinations of level spins. After evaluating the 8 functions for each combination
of level spins, there are 2N terms in the sum. The sum can be expressed as a
product:

L,M)=xx
3{
11N 1R(Q i't_ i, M)+2S(Q_- i, 0 i ) '
i=I

5.

The likelihood function, L(M), is not normalizable since the term in the product
that contains only S's does not depend on M. Bowman et al. 1 made the
assumption that M could not be larger than an upper limit Mmax and restricted the

range of integration for the normalization of L(M) to [0, Mmax]. This procedure is
justified if results obtained are insensitive to the value of Mmax.
The MLE for M is the value of M that maximizes L(M). Using the
experimentirl data for 238U 1 yields M = 0.57. A confidence interval for M,
M 1 < M < M 2, analogous to the standard deviation of a Gaussian random variable
can be obtained by minimizing M2-M 1 subject to the constraint: Bc

-S_exp

-

dx =.68 = MJ'L(M)dM
l
//

0_L(M)dM

6.

+0.55
The result is that with 68% confidence, M = 0.57 -0.25'
Corvi et ai. 2 measured the spins of the levels in the CN 239U and applied
likelihood,analysis to make an improved determination of M. If the spins are
known, then only the p-1/2 levels enter into the known-spin likelihood function;

K(M) = Nil2 R(Q_,_i,M)

.

i=l

7.

B If0 < MI < M2 < Mmax,L(MI)= L(M2).
IfMI = 0,L(MI);tL(M2).
This
canbeseenasfollows:
Findthemost
compact
region
flfor
whichJ'dnt
= otJ'
Ldntbyminimizing
j'
dnt with
respect
totheregion
flsubject
tothe
fl
ta
constraint
that j'dnt=otj'Ldnt
by introducing
a Lagrangemultiplier
k and minimizing
fl

W= _Ldnt + _(_dnt -Ot, Ldnt = ol. W must be stable with respe,ct to changing fl_ byaddingany
infinitesimalmgi_ 8t2. Therefons. j'dnt = 2Lj'Ldnt or 1 = 2LL or L is constant for interiorpoints of the
8¢a
8fa
regionavailableto the parameterstk.Timinteriorpointsof the spaceavailableto M arts0 < M < ... QED.
12An alternative approach to assigning errors is to find the values of M for which L(M) is reduced from its
/',IX

maximumvalueby a factorof exp(-_).
,_..

a.t /.

Thisapproachleadsto M= 0,57"._91 forthe spins unknownand M=

inZhu
0.58.+_:_
for
spins
known•
Corvi
atat.2obtained
0.58+_:_using
slighdy
different
values
than
published
etat,
IThisapproach
hastheadvantage
that
itisnotnecessary
tonormaliz,
L(M)inorder
todetermine
aconfidence
interval.
Theerrors
aresmaller
than
for
the
approach
inthe
text.
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Since there is no M-independent term, K(M) is normalizable. D We obtain M =
0.58 +0.40
-0.22 using Equation 7. to determine the 68% confidence interval. The
unknown-spin and known-spin results for M agree very well. The confidence
interval ob_med when the spins are known is slightly smaller. The fact that it is
not much smaller can be understood. If a level exhibits a large PV asymmetry then
its spin must be 1/2. Therefore adding spin information for such levels is to a large
extent redundant and produces no great effect.
The MLE for M can be found explicitly when the spins are known. We
introduce the log likelihood function;

k(M)=

In(K(M))=

In _

-

in

+ O_

2

i

8.
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Maximizing K(M) by setting k(M) = 0 yields;
dM
---=
N_2

M

i-I

i
MQ 2

N_2

M2 +o_

9.

i=l (M 2 +02)2'i

In the ease that all 0 2 << M 2 , Equation 9. reduces to: E
1 _
2
M2 =_
_ Qi '
N 1/2 i=l

_.

,
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D Strictly speaking,while the probabilitythat a level is p.3/2 is considerablyreducedby spin.assignment
measurements,
themremainsa non.zeroprobability
thattheeach levelis i)-3/2.Therefore,whilethecoefficientsof
the M.independul fermi, $(Qi,oi) , are much reduced,they remain non-z©ro,This means that K(M) is not
normalizable.
Pracllmlly_ing,
theuseof Equation7 forK(M)isfullyjustified.
ThefunctionK(I_ lanotnormalizable
if onlyoneresonance
isobserved
since

7o
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( °' 1

__
normalizable.
EThenexttermintheexpansion
is:
NIl2 I-1

dM diverges,In the text more than one resonanceis involved;K(M)is

/

i=l
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This demonstrates that the MLE of M 2 for the spins known and the errors in Q 2i
small, is the average of the Q_ as asserted above. Equation 10 can be used to
estimate the errorin M, AM, expected from a likelihood analysis of a set of data for
which all o _ << M2. The result is,
''
AM

=

1 AM2

M 7--fit

,

=

1
..........

11.

In orderto assess the reliabilityof the application of the likelihood method to
the determinationof M we carriedout a Monte Carlosimulation.We generatedone
thousand data sets with M=I meV. Each data set representedthe measurementof
the Q values for a numberof CN levels. The simulateddam sets weresimilar to the
datareportedby Frankleet al. 8 for 232Th. The errorsin Q ranged from 0.03 to 1.0
meV. Each data set contained seven values of Q that differed from zero by more
than 2.5 times its error. Each of the one thousand pseudo.random data sets was
generated'as follows: The j of each resonance was chosen randomly with the
probability of j = 1/2 being 1/3 and j =3/2 being 2/3. The error in Q for each
resonance, oi, was then chosen randomlyaccordingto the distributionof errorsfor
the 232Thexperimentaldata. The valueof Q foreach resonance,Qi, was generated
as a Gaussian with mean zero and variance o 2 forj = 3/2 and variance o_ + M2
for j = 1/2. This process was continued until seven resonances with Qi > 2.5 o i
weregenerated.Likelihoodanalyses assumingthe spins to be known and unknown
were carriedout for each of these thousand data sets. Figure1 displays the results
for known spins.

t
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Figure I. Monte Carlo Data
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Figure 1. Results for the MLE'sof M for one thousandpseudo-randomdata sets.
The likelihood functionwas for known spins, The quantity 1 meV/M is the ratioof
the truevalue of M (1.0 meT) to the MLEof M. Note that,the histogramof I/M
has a pronouncedtail towardshigh values of I/M just as the likelihood functions
themselves. (See references 1, 2, and 8). This similaritysupportsthe interpretation
of L(M) as theprobabilitydensityfor themodel parameterM.
With a known value of M we were able to investigatethe bias
of the MLEof M, the standarddeviationof the MLEof M, the fractionof data sets
for which timtree value of M was containedin the 68% confidence intervalabout
the MLE of M, and the average length of the 68% confidence interval. These
resultsaresummarizedin Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of Monte Carlo Results
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Results of a Monte Carlo simulation of experimental data. The true value
of M was 1.0 meV. One thousand data sets were generated as described in the text
and the likelihood method applied assuming file spins to be known and unknown.
Average M and Sigma M give the average and standard deviations of the MLE for
M for the one thousand data sets. The bias of the MLE, the difference between the
average of the MLE of M and the true value of M, is small compared to the
standard deviation of M. Fraction in 68% Interval gives the fraction of data sets for
which the 68% confidence interval about the MLE of M contained the true value of
M. The fact that more than 68% of the data sets have the true value of M within the
68% confidence interval means that the confidence interval is too large. Average
68% Interval gives the average value of the length of the 68% confidence interval.
The fact that one half the average value of the 68% confidence interval (0.28 for
spins known or unknown) is larger than the standarddeviation of M (0.22 for spins
known or unknown) also indicates that the 68% confidence interval given by the
likelihood method is somewhat too large.
We conclude that the likelihood method, using the forms of the likelihood

functions
.
given above, provides a trustworthy procedure for determining values of
M from ex_ental
asymmetry data. This conclusion is supported by the
agreement of values of M and confidence intervals from experimental asymmetry
data with and without the use of spin information. A Monte Carlo simulation lends
additional support: The maximum.likelihood estimate of M has a small bias and
the confidence intervals determined by the likelihood method are conservative.
One of us, JDB, thanks Gerry Garvey for suggesting Monte Carlo simulation
as a means to establish the reliability of likelihood analysis.
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